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Use xMIN and xMAX profiles to create
meridional (x,r) point distribution (GRIDGEN)
x
r
2
X(s,t) ={ x, r, θ }
Minimum x NOT the Same as 
the Leading Edge
NURBS
Identify radial profiles of xMIN and xMAX from 
NURBS surface.1
Sweep constant (x,r) points through NURBS to
determine θ’s. Every point sa t isfies NURBS
equation.
θ
θ1
θ2
(xi,j,ri,j)
3
Distribute points across pitch of blade 
holding constant near-wall spacing.4
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Full Turbine Blading Detail
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Smooth Endwall, Flat Profile
Smooth Endwall, BL Profile
Smooth Endwall, Engine Profile
Mixing Plane Boundaries
Mesh Construction
Inlet First Endwall Mass Pt, Tt,, Adiabatic
Profile Vane Type Flow Exit Exit Efficiency
Type Reset (lb/s) (psia) (deg. R) (Mass−Avg.)
Flat 0 Smooth 67.652 10.299 514.01 91.72%
BL 0 Smooth 67.366 10.292 514.49 91.60%
Engine 0 Smooth 68.228 10.314 512.70 91.99%
BL 1 open Smooth 67.896 10.308 514.57 91.64%
Flat 0 Cavity 67.146 10.304 526.86 86.74%
BL 0 Cavity 66.705 10.284 522.92 88.27%
BL 1 open Cavity 67.784 10.316 522.60 88.53%
Notes:
1. Nominal inlet total pressure = 45.0 psia
2. Nominal inlet total temperature = 750 deg. R
3. Approximate variation in computed mass flow from blade row to blade row:
Smooth Endwall: 0.3%
Cavity Endwall:   2.0%
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High Pressure Core Engine 3−D 
Navier−Stokes
Analysis
3−D 
Navier−Stokes
Analysis
2−D
2−D
2−D
High Pressure Core Engine 
from Cycle Analysis
Wall Clock Time Summary
(100 Iterations of EEE/LP Model)
       Coarse Mesh         Fine Mesh
Number of Processors Number of Processors
8 16 32 8 16 32
LACE
communication 5380 2139 2707 N/A 23063 −
total solver time 7762 4846 4198 N/A 77427 −
Babbage
communication 952 403 735 − − 8763
total solver time 2673 1418 1089 − − 17518
Davinci
communication − − − 4617 − −
total solver time − − − 18122 − −
Allison SGI 
Power Challenge
communication 585 182 N/A N/A N/A N/A
total solver time 1278 673 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Silicon Graphics
Origin 2000
communication 268 153 264 − − 3105
total solver time 781 403 327 − − 5528
N/A − not applicable (machine resources insufficient to performing the operation)
LACE: NASA Lewis IBM Rs−6000 cluster
BABBAGE:NASA Ames IBM SP2 cluster
Davinci: NASA Ames SGI cluster
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Shaft RPM Fan LP Turbine HP Turbine
3507 8,622,000 6,947,200 12,634,000
3407 8,028,000 7,002,600 12,619,000
3250 7,522,300 7,301,400 12,557,000
3200 7,243,100 7,322,700 12,547,000
ADPAC Solution (Fixed RPM/Fixed Core, ft−lbf/sec)
Shaft RPM Fan LP Turbine HP Turbine
3538.5 8,182,000 8,182,000 11,625,300
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     "start−up" process
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